THE KING'S FLIGHT
ney. In the twinkling of an eye, the horses were un-
hitched and the crowd started to pull the carriage along
in triumph. Robespierre jumped out almost angry, and
addressing the crowd, said it was unworthy of freemen
to turn themselves into draft horses in order to show
their appreciation. Petion had followed, and an eye-
witness relates that as the two men stood side by side,
it was noted that Petion was all smiles and affably
acknowledged the cheers, while Robespierre frowned
and seemed distraught.
Yet, if it was glory he craved, he had ample reason
for satisfaction. He had not nearly reached the apogee
of his popularity and was only at the beginning of his
power, yet already was the idol of the Paris populace.
The court, the nobility and the rich feared him as they
feared no other man. His engraved portrait could be
seen in the window of every bookshop, and hung in
the place of honour in thousands of homes, especially
—and that was not the least of his glory—in those of
the poor. At the Theatre Moliere, night after night,
capacity crowds thunderously applauded his replica
upon the stage, as he confounded die Prince de Conde
and the Cardinal de Rohan. But he was a man with a
vision, and as he looked upon that crowd, the realisa-
tion of that vision seemed very remote.
A short time later, he decided to pay a visit to Arras.
He was received with affectionate pride by Charlotte,
Augustin and his faithful Buissart, with acclaim by the
populace, and with poorly disguised ill-will by the
authorities. The people went far up the road to meet
the carriage in which he came from Bapaume—a small
town fifteen miles from Arras, where a guard of honour
had been awaiting him. Again the horses were unhitched,
and again, with that uncompromising way of his, he
got out to stop the demonstration. Since new enthusiasts
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